This short note presents the Lambert W(x) function and its possible application in the framework of physics related to the Pierre Auger Observatory. The actual numerical implementation in C++ consists of Halley's and Fritsch's iteration with branch-point expansion, asymptotic series and rational fits as initial approximations.
Introduction
The Lambert W(x) function is defined as the inverse function of
the solution being given by y = W(x),
or shortly W(x) exp W(x) = x.
Since the x → x exp x mapping is not injective, no unique inverse of the x exp x function exists. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the Lambert function has two real branches with a branching point located at (−e −1 , −1). The bottom branch, W −1 (x), is defined in the interval x ∈ [−e −1 , 0] and has a negative singularity for x → 0 − . The upper branch is defined for x ∈ [−e −1 , ∞].
The earliest mention of problem of Eq. (1) is attributed to Euler. However, Euler himself credited Lambert for his previous work in this subject. The W(x) function started to be named after Lambert only recently, in the last 10 years or so. The letter W was chosen by the first implementation of the W(x) function in the Maple computer software.
Recently, the W(x) function amassed quite a following in the mathematical community. Its most faithful proponents are suggesting to elevate it among the present set of elementary functions, such as sin(x), cos(x), ln(x), etc. The main argument for doing so is the fact that it is the root of the simplest exponential polynomial function.
While the Lambert W function is simply called W in the mathematics software tool Maple, in the Mathematica computer algebra framework this function is implemented under the name ProductLog (in the recent versions an alias LambertW is also supported).
There are numerous, well documented applications of W(x) in mathematics, physics, and computer science [1, 3] . Here we will give two examples that arise from the physics related to the Pierre Auger Observatory. . Right: A family of one-parametric GaisserHillas functions g(x; x max ) for x max in the range from 1 to 10 with step 1.
Moyal function
Moyal function is defined as
Its inverse can be written in terms of the two branches of the Lambert W function,
and can be seen in Fig. 2 (left) . Within the event reconstruction of the data taken by the Pierre Auger Observatory, the Moyal function is used for phenomenological recovery of the saturated signals from the photomultipliers.
Gaisser-Hillas function
In astrophysics the Gaisser-Hillas function is used to model the longitudinal particle density in a cosmic-ray air showers [4] . We can show that the inverse of the three-parametric Gaisser-Hillas function,
is intimately related to the Lambert W function. Using rescale substitutions,
the Gaisser-Hillas function is modified into a function of one parameter only,
The family of one-parametric Gaisser-Hillas functions is shown in Fig. 2 (right) . The problem of finding an inverse, g(x; x max ) ≡ a (10) for 0 < a 1, can be rewritten into
According to the definition (1), the two (real) solutions for x are obtained from the two branches of the Lambert W function,
Note that the branch −1 or 0 simply chooses the right or left side relative to the maximum, respectively.
Numerics
Before moving to the actual implementation let us review some of the possible nimerical and analytical approaches.
Recursion
For x > 0 and W(x) > 0 we can take the natural logarithm of (3) and rearrange it,
It is clear, that a possible analytical expression for W(x) exhibits a degree of self similarity. The W(x) function has multiple branches in the complex domain. Due to the x > 0 and W(x) > 0 conditions, the Eq. (13) represents the positive part of the W 0 (x) principal branch, but as it turns out, in this form it is suitable for evaluation when W 0 (x) > 1, i.e. when x > e. Unrolling the self-similarity (13) as a recursive relation, one obtains the following curious expression for W 0 (x),
or in a shorthand of a continued logarithm,
The above expression is clearly a form of successive approximation, the final result given by the limit, when it exists. For x < 0 and W(x) < 0 we can multiply both sides of Eq. (3) with −1, take logarithm, and rewrite it to get a similar expansion for the W −1 (x) branch,
Again, this leads to a similar recursive expression,
or as a continued logarithm,
For this continued logarithm we will use the symbol R
[n]
−1 (x) where n denotes the depth of the recursion.
Starting from yet another rearrangement of Eq. (3),
we can obtain a recursion relation for the −e −1 < x < e part of the principal branch W 0 (x) < 1,
Halley's iteration
We can apply Halley's root-finding method [8] to derive an iteration scheme for f (y) = W(y) − x by writing the second-order Taylor series
Since root y of f (y) satisfies f (y) = 0 we can approximate the left-hand side of Eq. (21) with 0 and replace y with y n+1 . Rewriting the obtained result into
and using Newton's method y n+1 − y n = − f (y n )/ f (y n ) on the last bracket, we arrive at the expression for the Halley's iteration for Lambert function
where
This method is of the third order, i.e. having W n = W(x) + O(ε) will give W n+1 = W(x) + O(ε 3 ). Supplying this iteration with sufficiently accurate first approximation of the order of O(10 −4 ) will thus give a machine-size floating point precission O(10 −16 ) in at least two iterations.
Fritsch's iteration
For both branches of Lambert function a more efficient iteration scheme exists [9] ,
where ε n is the relative difference of successive approximations at iteration n,
The relative difference can be expressed as
The error term in this iteration is of a fourth order, i.e. with
Supplying this iteration with a sufficiently reasonable first guess, accurate to the order of O(10 −4 ), will therefore deliver machine-size floating point precission O(10 −16 ) in only one iteration and excessive O(10 −64 ) in two! We have to find reliable first order approximation that can be fed into the Fritsch iteration. Due to the lively landscape of the Lambert function properties, the approximations will have to be found in all the particular ranges of the function behavior.
Initial approximations
The following section deals with finding the appropriate initial approximations in the whole definition ranges of the two branches of the Lambert function.
Branch-point expansion
The inverse of the Lambert function, W −1 (y) = y exp y, has two extrema located at W −1 (−1) = −e −1 and W −1 (−∞) = 0 − . Expanding W −1 (y) to the second order around the minimum at y = −1 we obtain
The inverse W −1 (y) is thus in the lowest order approximated with a parabolic term implying that the Lambert function will have square-root behavior in the vicinity of the branch point x = −e −1 ,
To obtain the additional terms in expression (33) we proceed by defining an inverse function, centered and rescaled around the minimum, i.e. f (y) = 2(e W −1 (y − 1) + 1). Due to the centering and rescaling the Taylor series of this function around y = 0 becomes particularly neat,
Using this Taylor expansion we can derive coefficients [10] of the corresponding inverse function
From Eq. (35) we see that z = 2(1 + ex). Using p ± (x) = ± 2(1 + ex) as independent variable we can write this series expansion as
where the lowest few coefficients b i are 
Asymptotic series
Another useful tool is the asymptotic expansion [2] where using
where C km are related to the Stirling number of the first kind, the Lambert function can be expressed as
with a = ln x, b = ln ln x for the W 0 branch and a = ln(−x), b = ln(− ln(−x)) for the W −1 branch. The first few terms are
Rational fits
A useful quick-and-dirty approach to the functional approximation is to generate large enough sample of data points {w i exp w i , w i }. These points evidently lie on the Lambert function. Within some appropriately chosen range of w i values the points are fitted with a rational approximation
varying the order of the polynomials in the nominator and denominator, and choosing the one that has the lowest maximal absolute residual in a particular interval of interest. For the W 0 (x) branch, the first set of equally-spaced w i component was chosen in a range that produced w i exp w i values in an interval [−0.3, 0]. The optimal rational fit turned out to be
where the coefficients for this first approximation Q For the second fit of the W 0 (x) branch a w i range was chosen so that the w i exp w i values were produced in the interval [0.3, 2e] giving rise to the second optimal rational fit Q For the W −1 (x) branch one rational approximation of the form
with the coefficients 0 (x) from Eq. (37) in blue, rational fits Q [1] 0 (x) and Q [2] 0 (x) from Eq. (42) in black and red, respectively, and asymptotic series A 0 (x) from Eq. (40) in green.
is enough.
Implementation
To quantify the accuracy of a particular approximation W(x) of the Lambert function W(x) we can introduce a quantity ∆(x) defined as
so that it gives us a number of correct decimal places the approximation W(x) is producing for some parameter x.
In Fig. 4 all mentioned approximations for the W 0 (x) are shown in the linear interval [−e −1 , 0.3] on the left and logarithmic interval [0. 3, 10 5 ] on the right. For each of the approximations an use interval is chosen so that the number of accurate decimal places is maximized over the whole definition range. For the W 0 (x) branch the resulting piecewise approximation
0 (x) ; −e −1 x < −0.32358170806015724 Q [1] 0 (x) ; −0.32358170806015724 x < 0.14546954290661823 Q [2] 0 (x) ; 0.14546954290661823 x < 8.706658967856612
is accurate in the definition range [−e −1 , 7] to at least 5 decimal places and to at least 3 decimal places in the whole definition range. The B [9] 0 (x) is from Eq. (37), Q [1] 0 (x) and Q [2] 0 (x) are from Eq. (42), and A 0 (x) is from Eq. (40). −1 (x) is shown in blue, the rational approximation Q −1 (x) in black, and the logarithmic recursion R [9] −1 in red. Right: Combined approximation is accurate to at least 5 decimal places in the whole definition range. The results after applying one step of the Halley iteration are shown in red and after one step of the Fritsch iteration in blue.
The final piecewise approximation W 0 (x) is shown in Fig. 5 in black line. Using this approximation a single step of the Halley iteration (in red) and the Fritsch iteration (in blue) is performed and the resulting number of accurate decimal places is shown. As can be seen both iterations produce machine-size accurate floating point numbers in the whole definition interval except for the [9, 110] interval where the Halley method requires another step of the iteration. For that reason we have decided to use only (one step of) the Fritsch iteration in the C++ implementation of the Lambert function.
In Fig. 6 (left) the same procedure is shown for the W −1 (x) branch. The final approximation
−1 (x) ; −e −1 x < −0.30298541769 Q −1 (x) ; −0.30298541769 x < −0.051012917658221676 R 
